Bio-inspired vision sensors are particularly appropriate candidates for navigation of vehicles or mobile robots due to their computational simplicity, allowing compact hardware implementations with low power dissipation. The Lobula Giant Movement Detector (LGMD) is a wide-field visual neuron located in the Lobula layer of the Locust nervous system. The LGMD increases its firing rate in response to both the velocity of an approaching object and the proximity of this object. It has been found that it can respond to looming stimuli very quickly and trigger avoidance reactions. It has been successfully applied in visual collision avoidance systems for vehicles and robots. This paper introduces a modified neural model for LGMD that provides additional depth direction information for the movement. The proposed model retains the simplicity of the previous model by adding only a few new cells. It has been simplified and implemented on a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), taking advantage of the inherent parallelism exhibited by the LGMD, and tested on real-time video streams. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness as a fast motion detector.
based on the LGMD neural network for motion detection. This bio-inspired 85 neural model features a particularly simple and highly parallelizable architec-86 ture, which may consequently be efficiently implemented on hardware, leading 87 to low cost and low power dissipation. It provides a much quicker response 88 that the normal monocular or stereo visual sensors. 89 Laviana et al [35] proposed a vision chip architecture based on the LGMD 90 model described in [36] -a simplification of the model proposed in [8, 1] .
91
The system includes an FPGA, a block of 100 × 150 6-bit retinotopic units, Okuno and Yagi [37, 38] 
136
The model is described in detail below. layer, using the equation:
143
where P f (x, y) is the change of luminance corresponding to pixel (x, y) at 144 frame f , x and y are the index into the matrix, L f and L f −1 are the luminance,
145
subscript f denotes the current frame and f − 1 denotes the previous frame,
146
n p defines the maximum number of frames (or time steps) the persistence of 147 the luminance change can last, the persistence coefficient p i ∈ (0, 1) and in this layer is given by:
163
where I f (x, y) is the inhibition corresponding to pixel (x, y) at current frame 164 f , w I (i, j) is the local inhibition weight. Note that i and j are not allowed 165 to be equal to zero simultaneously. Consequently, inhibition spreads out to 166 neighboring cells in next layer rather than to the direct counterpart.
167
In our experiments, on both software simulation and hardware implementa- The excitatory flow from the E cells and inhibition from the I cells is summed
174
by the S cells using the following equation:
where W I is the inhibition weight (usually less than 0.8; 0.35 was empirically 177 chosen in our experiments). Excitations that exceed a threshold value are able 178 to reach the summation cell LGMD:
where T r is the threshold. LGMD model in terms of spatiotemporal structure and the value it holds: it 185 sums the S cell activations to give an overall network response. The H cell 186 shares the same structure as J cell, but with a temporal difference, having a 187 one frame delay from J.
189
particularly sensitive to pixels where there is a luminance changes between 192 consecutive frames.
The D cell is used to calculate the difference between the differences of frame 195 f , f − 1 and f − 2. It can be represented in the equation 9. image. LGM
where n cell is the total number of the cells in S layer. Since J f is greater than 221 or equal to zero (as equation 7 is a sum of absolute value), the sigmoid mem- 
238
Once F f exceeds its threshold T F F I , spikes in the LGMD are inhibited imme-239 diately. The threshold T F F I is also adaptable,
240
T Table 1 Settings for the control parameters of the LGMD model where n r and n c are the numbers of the pixels in the horizontal and vertical directions in the video frame. We created a sequence containing 125 frames, resolution 150×100, of a square 
268
This result shows that this model works very well in the simulation dataset. well on both recorded data sets. Fig. 7 . The second recorded sequence. There are 21 frames, featuring a ball receding from the camera and then bouncing back towards the camera after it hits the chair. 
Hardware design and implementation

283
The entire collision detection algorithm, based on the modified LGMD as 
Overall architecture and platform
289
The high-level block diagram of the overall architecture of the system is shown an alert is also generated.
295 Figure 10 shows the system setup. It includes a Celoxica RC340 board, a dig- 
FPGA design
302
The FPGA design (see figure 11 ) has five blocks: the input, P-layer, S-layer, J 303 cell and D cell. The input and P-layer blocks run in parallel, while the S-layer 304 gets triggered when the entire frame has been processed.
305
The input block reads real-time camera data in 24 bit RGB format and con-306 verts it into 8-bit gray-scale intensity. The 8-bit intensity value is written into 307 one of the available RAM blocks whiles the corresponding stored data is read 308 from the other RAM block, serving as the previous pixel value. The 10-bit x-309 location and y-location address is also use to address the store data in RAM.
310
The two block of RAM are used to buffer input data from the camera.
311
The current pixel value (from the camera) and the previous pixel value (from 312 RAM) are used to estimate the luminance P-layer value for the corresponding 313 pixel. This three stage pipeline is completed when an entire frame is captured.
314
The excitatory S-layer is then triggered. This layer uses all eight neighboring 315 pixels in the P-layer. The architecture implemented here is as shown in figure   316 12. Pixel data from the three rows involved in the computation are copied 317 into a buffer one after the other. The S-layer for each pixel takes exactly three LGMD cell. 
Hardware testing results
353
The hardware implementation has been tested with two frame sizes, 300 the implementation makes it possible to run multiple LGMD at the same 361 frequency.
362
The high computational efficiency makes it possible for the modified LGMD
363
to be used in visual sensor systems with very high frame rate and/or high 364 image resolution.
365
The reported clock frequency of 40MHz to 50MHz also includes the design for 366 controlling the external logic for the 2 VGAs, the camera input and the LEDs 367 for alerts. The design and verification was accomplished using Handel-C high 368 level descriptive language. Compilation and simulation were achieved using 369 the Agility DK design suite. Synthesis, the translation of abstract high-level 370 code into a gate-level netlist, was accomplished using Xilinx ISE tools.
371 Figure 14 shows a video sequence used to test the hardware implementation.
372
The object (hand) approaches and recedes three times. The video was recorded figure 14 . The vertical axis is the normalized membrane potentials of the LGMD cell. The markers denote the depth movement direction; '△' denote approaching objects; '▽' receding objects and ' ' no significant movement.
Conclusion
381
In this paper, we propose an LGMD model that provides additional informa-382 tion on the depth direction of the movement. It requires little additional com-383 putational cost compared to previous models, and can distinguish approaching 384 from receding objects very quickly.
385
The new model has been implemented on the Xilinx FPGA chip, and the 386 general purpose design is suitable for transfer to any other FPGA device.
387
The design is compact, occupying limited hardware resources, and therefore 388 be easily integrated with other computational components on a single chip.
389
It has been successfully tested on real-time video clips; experimental results
390
showed hardware performance is consistent with software simulation results.
391
The high computational efficiency makes the modified LGMD suitable for 392 use in visual sensor systems with very high frame rate and/or high image 393 resolution, and the implementation on a general purpose hardware platform 394 makes it suitable for application in various situations.
395
In future research we will design a complete chip combining this LGMD model 396 with the specialized translation-sensitive neural network. This will provide 397 both translation and depth movement information, and will work as a general 398 motion tracking sensor. 
